ED, a 83-year-old woman, meets the criteria of pure progressive amnesia, with gradual impairment of episodic and autobiographical memory, sparing of semantic processing and strong working memory (WM) deficit. The dissociation between disturbed WM and spared semantic processing permitted testing the role of WM in processing anaphors like pronouns or repeated names. Results showed a globally normal anaphoric behavior in two experiments requiring anaphoric processing in sentence production and comprehension. We suggest that preserved semantic processing in ED would have compensated for working memory deficit in anaphoric processing.
Introduction
The rare patients presenting with pure progressive amnesia exhibit severe episodic memory deficit with occasional working memory deficit (Bertolucci, Siviero, Bueno, Okamoto, & Santos, 2004; Didic, Ali Cherif, Gambarelli, Poncet, & Boudouresques, 1998) . Semantic memory, autobiographical memory and language are preserved (Joubert, Barbeau, Walter, Ceccaldi, & Poncet, 2003) . We studied a patient, ED, diagnosed as pure progressive amnesia, who after 6 years of evolution, showed mainly important episodic and working memory deficits. We tested ED's ability to produce and interpret anaphoric forms. Anaphors like pronouns he or she are essential as they indicate that a constituent previously introduced in discourse, known as the antecedent, * Corresponding author. is currently being referred to. Anaphor processing would depend on working memory (Garrod, Freudenthal, & Boyle, 1994) . Almor, Kempler, MacDonald, Andersen, and Tyler (1999) showed that AD patients had difficulties for processing pronouns, whereas they were aided by repeated nouns which provide more explicit cues to accessing the referent in working memory. An important discourse feature for anaphoric processing, not taken into account in Almor et al.'s study, concerns the semantic representation of the discourse in which the discourse focus is more prominent and has a higher semantic weight than other candidates (Garrod et al., 1994) . Recent evidence suggests that depth of semantic processing is influenced by focussing (Sturt, Sanford, Stewart, & Dawydiak, 2004) . Once being at the centre of attention, the focus becomes readily accessible to pronominal anaphoric reference (Garrod et al., 1994) . Working memory (WM) deficit coexisting with spared semantic processing in ED offers the possibility to study the influence of WM in anaphoric processing.
